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Abstract
The local government operations and services are prime target for Digital Transformation ([1,
2]) as their underlying methods are typically tracking the technological advances from a distance,
and thus, are not positioned well to take full advantage of the digital realm. The IT investment of
the local governments typically focus on internal back-office applications such as online
payments. However, there are recent signs of change on this subject ([3, 4]).
Currently, the typical means for residents to reach out to their local government has been
telephoning the office, visiting the respective government office in person to verbally explain
what the problem is. A typical alternative is going to the local government web site and fill out &
submit a form describing their complaint. All of these approaches have certain limitations and in
the Covid-19 era, in person contacts have been rightfully minimized constraining its usefulness
further. The choices come down to telephone calls and web-site based form submissions. This,
in turn, puts a strain on call-center resources and the web forms - most of which are on a
simplistic design to start with - are tasked to carry content they were not meant to handle.
Even in the absence of the Covid-19 era restrictions, the Fixit System would introduce the
following improvements and new solutions which have been accentuated since then.
•
•
•
•

Allow off-hours issue reporting as direct/in-person contact is unnecessary in the
proposed system.
Extend issue reporting to granular level for better analysis, planning, issue handling
and unlocking new opportunities
Capture data and utilize analytics to advance digital transformation efforts.
Foster a participatory and transparent local government operations, help build a more
trusting public-government environment.

The Fixit concept is about leveraging wide use of smartphones, internet and information
technologies for efficient, participatory, transparent, local governing operations. Fixit is the
software system developed to allow ordinary citizens, activists and municipality employees to
take picture of & report local issues via their smart phones into an information pool (e.g., picture,
geospatial and text) on a cloud-based database which can be optimally processed for municipality
status reports, task workflows, empowering analysts in resource planning and allowing
transparency throughout the process from the beginning until resolution. Example local issues
could be leaking water main pipes, debris & tree branches etc. dumped by the road side,
abandoned structures, old furniture left on the sidewalk, pot holes on the roads, damaged
pedestrian walkways, leaking sewage and so many other types of local incidents which bother
the local residents and require addressing by the local authority.
[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_transformation
[2] https://www.cio.com/article/3211428/what-is-digital-transformation-a-necessary-disruptio
[3] https://www.blumshapiro.com/insights/the-digital-transformation-of-our-cities-and-towns/
[4] https://erwin.com/blog/digital-transformation-smart-cities/
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Benefits of Fixit approach, which is primarily meant to augment and compliment municipalities'
current systems, are many. These include, and are not limited to:
• Increased public involvement in raising incidents regarding local neighborhood and
following up on them. This is a result of pervasive use of smartphones.
• Increased ability on the local governments' side to have a near-complete picture of
local issues, issue types, their exact locations, all of which allow the governing body
to better plan & allocate resources for the resolution of the raised issues.
• Increased awareness about issues collectively reported from local neighborhood and
beyond. The local governments are expected to share customized reports about
various topics and generate alerts, as needed, for transparency and the greater
benefit.
• Increased clarity about top issues and top offenders which allows making the biggest
positive difference in shortest time by working on those issues and their sources.
• Increased transparency in issue and results management as a direct result of having
the information about entire pool of issues in the same place and custom formatted
for optimized processing.
• Great opportunity to increase the trust between the public and the local government
as the system favors accountability on both sides.
• Reward programs facilitated for MVP contributors to keep participants motivated.
Based on our research and observations, the local governments currently collect data in various
and disparate sources in less efficient ways making it difficult to standardize the data and analyze
it for its full potential. Such methods include receiving phone calls, web forms submitted from
municipality web site, ad-hoc postings from social media apps and actual visitation by the
residents to the municipality offices. The current set of data collection methods both cost more
in monetary terms ([5]) and given the ongoing pandemic from 2020, in public health terms as
well.
The Fixit approach means to increase efficiency, reduce costs and avoid unnecessary health risks.
The added benefit of the Fixit approach is that some economic opportunities will be unlocked as
a result of having cumulative data about artifacts of economic value. E.g., tree branches, leaves
& mowed grass can be turned into mulch and loam (pot soil) if enough quantities are located &
sourced by local entrepreneurs efficiently - which is exactly the outcome when such targeted
information is shared with the right audience.
In short, the Fixit concept takes the local government operations and respective public relations
to one step higher on a multitude of parameters.

[5] (Local Government Association site article,
p.22): https://www.local.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/transforming-public-servi-2a5.pdf
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Section 1: System Workflow
The Fixit System's simplified workflow model is depicted in the diagram below. The cycle starts
with a citizen, an activist, or a municipality employee taking a picture of a local issue impacting
the daily lives of the residents and submitting it via the Fixit mobile interface. This is called
an Incident Submission.
The submitted incident information includes the picture of the issue (in this case a pothole on
the road), city & district names, the exact location of the spot (i.e., precision latitude and
longitude readings), altitude, the issue category (i.e., pothole), the user identification (*)
information, the client information (e.g., which municipality) and optional comments supplied by
the user. The combined pieces of information regarding an incident are organized into
a message.

Figure 1 – Fixit System Workflow

1.1. Message Processing
a. Within the Fixit system, the incoming message is first checked for security and then data
validation to ensure it is coming from a valid source (i.e., authentication) and that there
is no bad, unusable data in the message.
b. The message is appropriately parsed, if the picture file is bigger than expected it is
proportionally resized down to a standard limit to avoid excessive disk usage. The entire
information is formatted into an internal standard package for optimal use downstream.

(*) Optionally, anonymous submissions are possible.
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c. The package is passed to the API layer which applies authorization rules to make sure the
user is trying to perform an operation allowed by the user's profile definitions only.
d. Finally, the authenticated and authorized package is passed to the Database layer to be
persistently inserted, or updated, into the database.

1.2. Data Analytics & Business Logic
The accumulated data is analyzed for multiple purposes.
a. Populate the various reports with active data refreshed on schedule, on-demand, and
where it applies, real-time (*). These reports are visible to the knowledge workers.
b. Knowledge workers assign incidents to field officers on duty with matching skills
respective to the category of the target incidents, or by location, and so on.
c. A field officers receives a content-rich message including the incident's description,
picture, location and other added notes. He performs the duties pertaining to the
assigned incident and updates the incident record from the field. Where is makes sense,
the field officer takes a picture of the scene as a proof of problem resolution and updates
the incident with it.
d. The citizen receives milestone updates about the incident she created earlier.
e. As the Workflow progresses, the status of the incident is updated to maintain data
integrity.

1.3. Summary
The Fixit system establishes an information flow cycle which starts with capturing a real-life issue
on the spot via a picture and, as the workflow progresses through the steps described above, the
cycle ends with the real-life issue being resolved and/or modified in both real-life as well as its
representation in the cyber realm.

(*) Additional licensing might apply for real-time feeds.
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Section 2: Application Areas
There are several real-world scenarios where the model of information workflow employed by
the Fixit System is a natural fit. These are the cases where new issues (or incidents) continually
occur across a geographic area (*) and they need to be addressed efficiently (**). The system
efficiency is further improved when the initial reporters of the incidents were already going
through their usual routines at the time, as opposed to specifically go about discovering these
issues (***). The following include real-world application areas which match the described
criteria.
•
•
•
•
•

Municipalities (****)
University Campuses
Property Management Companies
Emergency Response Agencies
Aid delivery operations

(*) It is assumed that the geographic areas in concern do have mobile phone cellular data coverage.
(**) It is assumed that the incident's nature is such that if unattended, or not attended in a timely manner, it will cause a financial,
or a measurable cost. E.g., A leaking water-main pipe in a Municipality, a hiker who is lost on the trail, and so on.
(***) Residents taking a walk in their neighborhoods, municipality workers doing routine checks on streets & parks, etc.
(****) The municipalities domain is the focal point in this paper, whereas the same workflow also applies to all the other
domains listed above.
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Section 3: An Analytical Approach to Problem Resolutions
The Fixit System's main strength is its ability to leverage the pervasive availability of the smart phones and
their internet connectivity to capture & submit incident data on the spot while the residents, or
employees, are on the go during their daily activities. Say, when a resident notices a problem she wants
the municipality to fix (e.g., a major pothole on the road) and takes a picture of the issue. She then uploads
the picture to the Fixit web-enabled application and adds tags & comments along with the picture. All the
information which comes to the server in this way aggregate to build the big-picture data sets. This is
where the raw data is analyzed in many ways and it becomes useful information for later use.
The uploaded incident data includes category of the issue (I.e., pothole on the road) and its current status
(I.e., active), as well as the picture and comments by the reporting individual. The picture itself not only is
a visual snapshot of the issue but also contains the longitude, latitude and altitude data points (*).
The value of captured incident data multiplies as it grows in volume and especially if it originates from all
corners of the region the solution is applied to. A small number of incidents are mere anecdotes. However,
wide-spread and continual stream of incoming incidents draw a thorough picture of the status in the field
across the region. They write a moving story of the monitored activities, shifting focal points, forming
bottlenecks, changing seasons and more. The purpose of the analytical approach is to identify & prioritize
the corrective actions to attain the upper hand in addressing the issues. This approach has many sub
components and for each of them, certain dashboard-style reports will be crucial in maintaining the upper
hand in managing and monitoring the issues.
• Central Dashboard to get a gist of the overall status in the target area (Figure 2, Figure 3).
• Operational Dashboard to monitor and manage the corrective actions on the reported
incidents (Figure 4, Figure 5).
• Comparative Analysis to compare and contrast:
• Sub regions (e.g., Districts)
• Categories
• Departments (i.e., a collection of Categories)
in terms of incident management (Figure 6).
• Breakdown of Progress to dive deeper in the analysis of the incidents by breaking the data
into more elements and analyze in step-by-step fashion (Figure 7).
• Organization Level Performance Indicators to capture the overall performance of
departments vs preset levels of resolved issues and total number of issues. In this regard, a
department is assumed to own the summation of all incidents in the categories assigned to
that department (Figure 8).
• Other reports to meet the business requirements of the municipality, or other public/private
organization such as trend analysis, resource planning, etc.
For more on the benefits, methods and challenges regarding data intelligence and analytics for local
governments, I encourage the readers to explore the following references for starters.
[6] Data Science for Local Government
[7] The impact of data and analytics on local government

(*) Some smartphone models also capture in pictures the direction the phone camera was pointing toward, the speed of the
smart phone (if the holder was moving), and a few other data points, at the moment of the snapshot.
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Figure 2 – Central Dashboard
The collected data is analyzed in an analytics tool to allow drill-down, cross-check capabilities to monitor
progress and check for critical spots and crucial threshold points. By clicking on the category and/or status,
the dashboard drills down to display the data and charts based on those selections(s) only. E.g. “water
holes” in Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Central Dashboard - Category, Drilled Down
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The Operational Dashboard allows the priority (*) incidents to rise up to the top and assign field officers
to those incidents on the spot (Figure 4). The officers receive brief incident description, picture and
exact location of the incident in the assignment email (Figure 5).

Figure 4 – Operational Dashboard

Figure 5 – Incident/Task Assignment Notification Mail
(*) By default, each category has equal weight. However, categories can be assigned differing weights from the beginning. What
is more, additional weight can be attached for select categories in certain time period of the year. E.g. spraying water holes for
mosquitos in months of April – August.
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Figure 6 – Comparative Analysis

Figure 7 – Breakdown of Progress
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Figure 8 – Organization Level Performance Indicators
The Organization Level Performance Indicators Dashboard shows the vital signs from across the
operations theatre. The Total dial shows the summation of all departments’ performance numbers
combined. It reflects how well the organization is performing at a single glance based on the Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) which were set for each department.
The other dials each represent a department. A department is defined to own the set of incidents
residing in a pre-determined set of categories. Given the varying nature of incidents in each category, it
is understandable that each department can develop its own KPIs and monitor their operational success
based on those KPIs.
The purpose of this Dashboard is to spot at a glance the temperature of the operations. This allows:
• decision making on which areas to investigate deeper to find underlying issues
• resource allocation to where it is needed the most
• Identify the better performing departments and reward them accordingly
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Section 4: New Opportunities
The analytical approach to local government incident management at the granular level that the Fixit
System proposes not only makes possible efficient planning & handling of resources, but also enables new
opportunities missed or not thought profitable before. This stems from the facts that a) pooling structured
and rich data together in database environment allows analytical tools to analyze the data more efficiently
and meaningfully to produce results than otherwise b) by adding new streams of data (incident pictures,
geolocation, incident category & status, etc.) a bigger hierarchy of rich data is built which in turn allows
the established analytical techniques to uncover new opportunities.
For example, when residents throw out tree branches, leaves, etc. as a result of pruning, or seasonal
maintenance, the byproducts do not amount to a tangible economic value by themselves. However, by
leveraging geospatial data, pictures and structured data coming from multiple sources & locations, it can
be summed up to amounts sufficient to justify a trip to get them all collected by a number of local
companies in the business of manufacturing wood (for fuel), garden mulch and potting soil. These endproducts have practical uses, possess economic value, thus, their exchange for money adds to the velocity
of local economy. This is on top of the obvious benefit that these artifacts are removed from the scene,
and that the act is performed by non-employee participants. In one sense, the local government can get
paid to have that job done, rather than have to spend money to do it.
As Fixit System gains wide use and multiple years of data accumulates, the analytical approach yields even
more opportunities such as trend analysis. Assuming the system is utilized for capturing and managing a
wide spectrum of local incidents, it can be deduced that the resulting cumulative status of the incidents
in a local area acts as a proxy for the quality of life in that area. What categories of issues occur, how often
they occur and how quickly the issues are resolved, etc. all point to the living standards in the local area
(e.g., a district) on which the data analysis is done. For example, how often pot holes occur and how fast
they get fixed, how quickly the infrastructure issues occur, etc. This allows comparing neighboring districts
to one another and provide prospective residents to make choices accordingly. Corollary to the same goal,
generating so-called 'life-quality' reports on demand for a fee will also add to the set of economic activities
not possible before.
In summary, the participatory (i.e., individuals and municipalities) and transparent characteristics of the
Fixit System make possible continual update of the data sets described in the System Work Flow (Section
1) keeping the system viable and productive. It is a succinct step in the right direction in terms of Digital
Transformation ([1,2]) trend in such a way that is not a burden to the residents, nor to the local
governments/corporations in their respective application areas.

[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_transformation
[2] https://www.cio.com/article/3211428/what-is-digital-transformation-a-necessary-disruptio
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Section 5: Benefits
Benefits of an operational Fixit System can be broken down into several domains which are at
some levels interrelated with one another. For clarity, these domains are listed and described in
expanded form below.
5.1 Benefits for the Municipality
• Increased public participation in certain municipality functions strengthens trust and
legitimacy of local governance.
• Ability of the residents to submit their complaints and requests during off hours and
the weekends.
• Ability to outsource data collection and reporting certain local issues to volunteer
residents who know their neighborhoods the best and have stake in the outcome.
• Increased ability to see the 'bigger picture' due to geolocation and aggregated data
collected by residents regarding issues throughout the area of responsibilities. These
abilities include:
o better resource planning
o prioritization of certain types of tasks made easier, or possible.
o do more with existing resources
• Transparency is made integral and pervasive in the process of solving the issues and
reporting the due progress.
o issues and respective progress can be shared with the publicly in a rapid
(*) fashion.
o for urgent issues, where notification and response times are crucial,
reaching out to the municipality is effortless. e.g., there is no need to have
someone to pick up the phone when we call the emergency phone number
as the information is sent via the internet with appropriate urgency
markings. This aspect comes into play in cases such as water-main leaks,
electricity/power line accidents, etc.
o ability to reach to all volunteer residents by sending context-sensitive, geolocation-centric information for timely notification. In other words, all
recipients in the vicinity of an incident can be alerted via SMS or Social
Media message informing them of the incident and the next steps to avoid
for everyone's benefit. E.g. if there is a cargo material spill on a busy road,
then all registered recipients in, say 1000 m radius, can be alerted and
informed to update their commute accordingly.

(*) Each municipality can decide how detailed and often the reports can be shared with the public.
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more efficient processing of reported issues. e.g., in fixing the pot-holes on
the roads, the precise geo-location of the holes can be grouped together.
The progress can be monitored not just by the municipality workers, but
also by the residents who have stake in the matter. Another example is the
ad-hoc water-holes formed after rains where mosquitos breed quickly and
spread discomfort and possibly disease. By knowing the exact geolocations, the field officers can be routed efficiently to spray them to
minimize or eliminate the problem before it becomes a public health
hazard.
o demonstrable performance by the municipality by sharing progress as
things are worked on and as summary reports on seasonal, planned or adhoc set of issues.
o budgeting is made easier as there is demonstrable progress on reported
issues, and the data on the total amount of issues. Ability to compare
expenses from past years allow for superior budget planning.
Reduce the need of the concerned residents to have to commute to the municipality
building to report or follow up on their complaints.
Recognize opportunities and risks, not visible before seeing collective information
across the board categorized in meaningful ways. E.g., if the current rate of issues of
a certain category is trending above the historical norms, that sets a red flag.
Create an atmosphere of friendly partnership with residents and possibly lay the
foundation for future participatory programs and possibly a 'Social Credit' System
([8]).
o

•
•

•

5.2 Benefits for the Public
• Direct participation in handling neighborhood and town issues pertaining the
municipality responsibilities - be a part of the solution.
• Ability to follow progress on reported issues and provide due feedback as needed.
• Raised awareness about local issues and opportunity for developing realistic
expectations about their progress and timelines. Lack of transparency tends to cause
lack of trust and deterioration in public-government relationship.
o Improved daily lives as issues are reported, monitored and resolved in a
transparent process.
o Local pride of accomplishment and friendly competition with other
neighborhoods and towns pushing the communal bar to higher levels.

[8] For pros and cons of SCS https://www.aspi.org.au/report/social-credit
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5.3 Benefits for the local Economy
Concentrated collection of categorized local data - including associated geospatial information enables otherwise meaningless various tidbits of information to come together sufficient to
provide business value for citizens and small businesses. Several examples are given below:
• Report of concentrated and frequent disposition of tree branches in a certain
neighborhood might provide a small business owner the opportunity to collect the
wood for authentic ovens in restaurants, or for fireplace use.
• Another small business might need the small branches and leaves to manufacture
natural potting soil and mulch for gardeners.
• Incidents about used furniture items placed on sidewalk being reported will empower
those in need to purposely commute to target location(s) to evaluate and possibly
pick up these items.
• The aggregated data associated with a given town or a city provide a plethora of
information about many categories of issues occurring in that principal. The
categories of incidents, occurrence frequency of incidents, time to resolve the
incidents, participation of citizens in reporting the incidents and so on all add up to
certain quality of life parameters pertaining to that district in general. This aggregation
of data can be broken to provide various other sub-reports such as:
• Property buyers/renters would prefer to know more about the town and
neighborhood where they intend to buy or rent a property. The life quality parameters
can be packaged together to provide a valuable report to enlighten the prospective
customer about the past & current conditions in the targeted area.
• Prospective real-estate investors will value having access to a list of abandoned
houses, construction sites and properties, along with their exact geographical
locations as their research for potential real-estate deals will be greatly facilitated.
• Inter-city comparisons will manifest differences in how each town handles its
problems and how fast they can resolve their issues relative to each other. This
provides ground for healthier competition and help keep the expectations positively
realistic from the municipalities (*). Better management should lead to higher velocity
in local economic activities in general.
In summary, the niche information collected in key sub-domains has the potential to fuel new,
local economic activities not possible in the absence of specific crucial information. The increased
economic activity adds to the velocity of money which benefits all participants of the economy.

(*) The assumption is that participating municipalities share the results to some extend that would enable comparison.
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Section 6: Looking Ahead
The Fixit System concept, among other corollary systems, adds up to Social Credit System (SCS)
([8]) framework which is slowly growing in popularity. Rather than waiting for SCS to gain
prominence overseas and then having to adapt foreign-evolved system, it is preferable to start
growing certain SCS components domestically and be in a position of strength when/if a wider
adaption of the system becomes necessary in future. For starters, fulfilling the notions described
in preceding sections can foster coherence in socio-economic matters in local communities and
adding the following helps bind to a SCS framework as a natural extension.
• Identifying and addressing the Top Contributors & Top Offenders
Piggybacking on the 80-20 rule, rewarding the top contributing residents and the local
workers (e.g., field officers) should incentivize general public to perform their civic duties.
Setting certain rules against polluting the neighborhoods should deter the residents from
such behavior.
• Efficient Democratization of local governance at a granular level
• Local government to grant the residents certain amounts of blockchainbased Municipality Coins (*) and allow them to vote with their Coins for
their favorite projects. The supply, burn (i.e., destruction) policies of the
Coins can be managed based on both the availability of funds and the
policies of the municipality. More proposed uses of such Coins can be
explored in the following article: “7 Uses of Blockchain and Crypto in Smart
Cities” ([9]).
• The Top Contributors can be deposited additional Coins to provide them
more voting power.

[9] 7 Uses of Blockchain and Crypto in Smart Cities http://smartcityhub.com/technologyinnnovation/7-uses-of-blockchain-and-crypto-in-smart-cities/
(*) To-be-designed blockchain-based, tokens for limited purpose use within the domain of digital-led activities & operations
affecting the municipality (or e.g., Campus system).
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Section 7: Conclusions
The Fixit System proposes a bottom-up and simplistic approach to adapting Digital
Transformation concepts into residents’ and participants’ daily lives in a non-intrusive fashion.
The immediate benefits of improved local governance, public-local government trust and uptick
in local economic activities are the first round of benefits from this system.
As each ecosystem is different from one another, the results from each application will differ.
Some could only favor optimizing local government activities to improve residents’ lives whereas
others would put additional emphasis on gearing up local economic activities. Taking it one step
further, the Fixit System could become a launchpad into a highly-granular, participatory and
transparent local government model with its socio-economic components.
In every case where residents, activists and local governing body do participate, the cycle of
improvements the Fixit System fosters would deliver its benefits.
For more information visit https://www.cisanalytic.com
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Appendix A. Source Code Samples
The Fixit System is comprised of multiple modules serving at different layers of the Application Stack
([10]). The main modules are:
• User Interface
• Media Processor
• API Layer
• Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)
• Analytics
In addition to these modules, disk storage (to store picture files), email/SMTP server (to send alerts and
task assignments), web server (to serve the picture display requests) are playing vital roles in the Fixit
System. The system architecture can be examined in more detail in the High Level Fixit Architecture
Diagram (Figure 9).

Figure 9 – High Level Fixit Architecture Diagram

[10] Application Stack : https://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/application+stack
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Source code samples which perform services at the specific points and connections named in the
architecture diagram above are published in GitHub (https://github.com/CISAnalytic/Fixit_System) for
further review. The sampled code repository is publicly available and protected with the MIT License
([11]).
The provided sample source code files are listed below.
API Layer
CityController.cs\HTTPGet(City)
Media Processor
MobileInputController.cs\postJson()
User Interface
FeedbackDataService.cs\SetFeedbackDataAsync()
Login
UserLoginService.cs\SetUserLoginDataAsynch()
RDBMS
StoredProcedures\SendNewUserAlert.sql

[11] MIT License
https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License
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Figure 3 – Central Dashboard - Category, Drilled Down
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Figure 9 – High Level Fixit Architecture Diagram
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